Title word cross-reference

16 [CG10]. 17 [SMP12]. 2 [Cam15, DGDG13]. 20 [CA11]. 37 [BMHD11]. 404 [KK13]. 5 [Cam15]. 2 [RYY10]. m [Sch08]. A [Bur07b]. C [YZF13]. g [AK15, Gag09, GR09, Rou08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch13c, Tol08, Woe08a, vEW08, vEW09]. H [ZTG11, ZYCK12, ACHVH09, AOdFC12, BBMP12, BI10, BBL15, BD07a, BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, Bor14b, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, Cam14, zChHY13, CMMT13, CB07, Die15, Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, FM11b, Gag09, GM12, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kos13a, KHC11a, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12, LRWY13, LY14, Mal16, MR13, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Pra13a, Pra13b, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, RGZSC13, Sch08, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13d, Sch15, Van08, WLH11, YR08, ZRY11, ZY12, vEW08, vEW09]. h[2] [Rou08]. hg [MT10]. L [LY14]. N [Khr09]. π [Vin13b]. Q [RLG13, RLG14]. q^2 [CAHVH10]. R [Gag11]. R^2 [Rou08]. S [Pra13c]. w [Per17b]. Z [PS13, Lun07].
- [Gag09, vEW08, vEW09]. -based [FM11b]. -bubble [Pra13b, RGZSC13].
-core [Cam14, zChHY13, KHC11a]. -cores [LRWY13]. -Degree
[ZRY11, ZY12]. -gram [Khr09]. -Index [ACHVH09, AK15, AODFC12,
BBMP12, BBL15, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMMT13, CB07, Egg08a, GM12,
GS10, GR09, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12, LY14, Mal16, MR13, MT10,
NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Per17b, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, Sch08, Sch10b,
Sch13c, Sch13e, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Van08, Vin13b, Woe08a, WLH11,
YR08, Bor14b, CAHVH10, Bur07b, PS13, Pra13c, Rou08, YZF13]. -indices
-related [ZTG11]. -score [Lun07]. -Sequence [LY14]. -tail
[zChHY13, KHC11a]. -tails [LRWY13]. -type
[BI10, Egg08b, Egg10a, SMP12]. -year [Cam15, DGDG13].

10 [KE17, Ron13, YAY+17]. 11 [BCGM17a, FM17b]. 145 [AORC12a].

2nd [Kos10a].

357 [BCGM17b].

5 [AORC12a, AORC12b]. 5SQual [MGLF09].

6 [Ron13]. 63 [AORC12b].

7 [RLG14]. 787 [BCGM17a].

9 [RGRE16].

above [dNL15]. above-journal [dNL15]. Abramo [GTD16, Zit16].
absolute [Vin12]. absorptive [CMN08]. abstracts [LPM16, BMS+09].
academia [HG14]. Academic [Ort14, ADR16, ADS16, DFCGB15,
DDFBR16, FC10, FM11b, Hag15, HHC14, wh16, LYYY09, Ma12, Ort15,
RA15, SCBB11, VZMFAB16, WG10a, WHL17, YVW+13, ZY17]. academics
[Yur17a]. acceptance [SLNC13]. accepted [BMS+09]. access
[CPM*07, ED15, Fra09, LB16, SLB13, SZ10]. according
[Cam14, Cam15, OA10, LORF11, WHL17]. accounting [ADR13, ADG16].
accounts [PS13, Sch08]. accreditation [Hag14b]. accuracies [CJW14].
Accuracy [Mill13, ACD11a, BMD10, TF17, WW16, vZ13].
acknowledgements [PHMSML17]. across
[DLGC13, KBCR10, Ort15, Per10b, RC12a, WZ14, Wu15]. activities
[HDC12, KS16]. Activity [WHW+14, RY12a, WG10a, SK14]. actor [Let16].
adaptive [KPB09]. add [BD10b]. addendum [RLG14]. Adding [LDS+12].
address [BO12]. adjusted [BW13, KSS16, NMNJM13]. advance [KRM14].
advanced [BL13]. advancement [MJ13]. advantage
Approaches [WRB+11, AC09, BMD10, BL12, BLW13, CT16, WvE13].
appropriate [WvE15]. approximate [dSSOH07]. approximating [vZ13].
Arabic [Khr09, VGBR16]. arbitrariness [Sch13c, Sch13e]. Archetypal
[SW13]. area [Ley12]. arguments [Gau17]. arithmetic [The16f]. arrays
[LRE17]. article [BD10a, NMNJM13, Ono16, VG10a, Wal14]. Articles
[GAB11, ACD14, AD15c, BGGB13, BPU+14, CH14, CPM+07, DLM+17,
HCL13, LQIJ14, LQIJ15, RS10a, RY12b, San11b, San15, SL15, TW14a,
TF15a, TS16, The16b, VG10a, Vin13a, Wal17a, dlP11]. Artificial
[SD11, ZYCK12]. Asian [WG10b]. ASIS&T [RW10]. aspects [Mut16].
assembly [LHC14, WH15]. Assessing
[ACD11a, AD14, Mar16, PYWH15, RWL12, ADR13, ADG16]. assessment
[ACD11b, ACD12c, AD17b, BCGM17a, BCGM17b, FC11, FM17a, FM17b,
Gag11, Gag13, Hag15, HB16, Kos12a, Vin13a, ZL11]. assessments
[AW14, BD07b, Bor13b, BL13, Sch13b]. assignee [KHC11b]. assignment
[PC10]. Assortative [Pen15]. astronomical [HKA+09]. attachment
[AHL12, Pen15, WFC14]. attack [Jal11]. Attention
[PPG+15, BD10a, KK12, LR08, Yur17b, KK12]. Attitudes [MJ13].
attractors [GP11]. attribute [Let16]. attributes [BD07b]. Audience
[Zit10]. augmented [SRP15]. Australia [Van12b]. Australian
[But11, But17, Van11, Van12a, vdBHS17b]. Author
[Ma12, NCJ15, YW15, ALW11, ADdFC12, BO12, BK08, BNhH17, CH14,
DVG16, Eom08, FSZB15, HDY12, JSD14, KJS16, Kos12d, KK07, LF12, Mil13,
Per17a, RRKH17, Sch10a, SKK15, UK16, Wil16, YG14, YHWZ16, ZS08].
threat [YG14]. author-level [Wil16]. author-selected [UK16]. authored
[LF12, PRR15, Sch08, Sch10b]. authors [ADR13, ACD14, AD15d, BM10,
BM16, BADFT11, CsdFCA17, DT13, Hag14b, Kos12d, LWWL14, LZR15,
RS10a, San11a, San11b, San13b, San14, SDL16, TS16, VW16]. authorship
[AHH11, BAGADF15, DN17, LT13, Ort14, PHMSML17, Wal12].
threats [AF17b]. autism [ZSWD17]. Automatic [MGLF09, BHH+07].
Automating [GWMP16]. autopoesis [LAL09]. Availability
[GMFGVZ16]. Average [HRC12]. Average-based [HRC12]. Averages
[Egg12a, LG11, BM11a, HS16, vZ13]. avoidance [BM11a]. award [Van12a].
award-winning [Van12a]. rewarded [BLV10]. awards [DVG16]. aware
[Fia12]. axiom [Woe08b]. axiomatic [BM11b, BM14, BM16, Woe08a].
Axiomatics [Que11]. axiomatisation [Rou08]. axiomatization [Kon14].
axiomatizations [AK15]. Axiomatizing [Mir13].

back [WWML14]. backward [HRC11a]. balanced [MMZ16]. bare [BH16c].
Barycenter [VE14]. barycenters [RGRE15, RGRE16]. base [LBZ16].
based
[AS17, AW14, AF17a, BLWSE11, BLW13, BLW14, BsdMAM16, BW17, BL17,
BM11b, BADFT11, CAHVH10, CLC11, Egg10a, FSZB15, FM10a, FM11b,
FM14, Glä07, Glä10, HHAA16, HS16, HRC12, HW14, JWL17, JSD14, JS14,
comparable [Hag15]. Comparative
[BDR14]. compared [Egg12a]. Comparing [NO07, SD11, SSAGB11, ZS08, ACD13b, BILL07, BLV10, Hag14a, LL15, MBH16]. Comparison
[AF15, Kos08, LSW+10, PSZZ12, San13b, AD16a, AC09, BLW13, BL15, BH16c, CX16, DTG12, GW17, KK15, LRC13, MRBI17, PRWvE16, PRRC17, QCVqMA10, RC12a, RC14, SLB13, Vii17, WvE13, WZ14, YZ15, YXX+17]. comparisons [DGDGSPSV14, FT15a]. competence [YZF13].
Competition [LWB14]. competitive [ACD12a, ADS16, HG14].
[HHAA16]. Compressing [CH15]. computation [ACHVH09]. computational [CCH+09, MMY17].
Computer [SSAGB11, LK17, Tsa14]. concentration [Chi16, HCC12, MdMALIV11]. concept [SRP15, VY10]. Conceptual
Connecting [YW17]. connection [FM14]. Consensus [NF12].
consequences [Egg08a, KG07]. consider [BP11]. consideration [LY14].
constraint [HSB16]. constructed [RCW15]. Constructing [PRWvE16]. Construction [LBZ16].
contemporary [GACC17]. Content [JSD14]. Contents [XMM14]. context [But17, EI10, KPB09]. contexts [LW11, STP17]. contextual
[Moe10b, Sch13a]. continuity [Yan14]. continuous [AL08, Egg10b, Sku09].
contribute [Cam15]. contributing [VTPF15].
corporation [CCH12]. corpus [PTA07]. correcting [TF15a]. Correction
[vdBB14, RLG14]. correlating [LSW+10]. Correlation
[Fin13, GPNA13, AAH11, AW14, BrR11, wH16, Rou16]. correlations
[BMHD11, TF15b]. correspondence [BCGM17a].
Count [BD16, AF15, LHC13, MBD17, The16c]. counterintuitive [Sch14a].
Counting [Hag14a, Ngi17, Sch10a, WvEW13, ASG12, BM16, Gau17, LO10, LP17, LHC13, PRRC15, PRWvE16, WvE15, ZL11]. countries
countries/territories [YAY+16, YAY+17]. Country [GNBVQ+14, BsmdMAM14, LBSA13, OA13, YG14]. country-level [YG14]. country-specific [BsmdMAM14]. counts [BMS+09, BSMD12, BH16c, FSZB15, HB16, RC12a, TF15b, UK16]. coupling [CHHL11, Jar07a, Jar07b, Ma12, NF12, YHWZ16]. covariates [BL17]. Cover [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17c, Ano17a, Ano17b].


D’Angelo [Zit16, GTD16]. danger [Spa10]. Danish [FJW+15]. data [BMS+09, BLWSE11, BdMA11, BO12, BLM13, BL13, Bori4c, BH15, BW17, BL17, CCL16, FHH17, HMBI17, HS11, KD15, KK12, LL15, LBSA13, LR12, LSW+10, MAS14, MDB17, NLC17, PL13, QCVqMA10, RS16, Sch16, SW12, TW14b, The16d, The16a, The16f, VY13, XLLZ14, YKKS16, YDWC08, YSPW09, ZWM17, ZY16, dSSOH07]. database [ED15, FMM16a, GP11, KP13, Ma12, Mal10, PSI+17, WHL17, YDS+15]. databases [BILL07, FZDW15, FMM14, SSAGB11, SZ10, VZMFAB16, YDWC08].

evidence-based [Glä10]. Evidences [QLJ14]. evolution [AHL12, BDR14, CLHHVH11, Egg07a, Fin14, Gol14, JLYM16, KD15, SDL16, WW15].
evolutionary [Egg07a, McC10]. examination [HHAA16]. examined [VY13]. Examining [ZY17, ALW11]. Example [SD11, BP11, BW13, Per10b]. Examples [Egg08a, Sch14a]. Excellence [BSdMAM16, BHCH17, BLWSE11, HHAL17, KKK17, BdMAL12].
excellence-based [KKK17]. excellent [SB11, Tol13a]. Except [KK12]. exchanges [LAL09]. exemplified [BMD08a]. exercise [AD17b, BCGM17a, BCGM17b, FC11, FM17a, FM17b].


final [VCG14]. Finding [CXM07, PT08, Sir12, ZLR16, LWWL14]. fine [HHAL17]. fine-grained [HHAL17]. First [SB13, Eom08, FC11, Hür15, LT13, ZS08, EBG11]. first-author [ZS08].
First-Citation-Speed-Index [EBG11]. Five [Egg12b, AC09, BW13]. flock
[Tan13]. flow [DHLW17]. fluidness [WH15]. focused
[ACHVH09, BSdMAM14]. force [CJF+15]. Forecasting [JSSK14]. foreign
[Yur17a]. foreign-educated [Yur17a]. forest [Van12a]. forestry
[PMAT13, Van08]. form [LRG13]. formal [RY12b]. formation
[Abh16, LW08, NF12]. formula [BBL15], formulae [The17]. formulas
[PHANPP13]. forward [GBMA12, HRC11a]. found [KK13]. four [LG11].
fracal [ADS17]. Fractional
[LO10, ZL11, BM16, PRRC15, PRWvE16, RC12a]. fractionalised
[AGS12]. fractionally [Sch10a]. framework
[KPB09, LRG13, RZ15, SCMG16]. Framing [SL12]. Franceschini
[BCGM17a, MCD16, AD17b]. frequencies [CM14, KK07, Sch14b].
frequency [Khr09]. frequently [LWB14]. Front
[Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c,
Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17c, Ano17a, Ano17b, BM12, Jar07a].
frontier [MBD17, OG13]. frontiers [KE17, MBD17, YAY+16, YAY+17].
FSS [AD16a]. fuel [HYC15]. Full [LP17, PYWH15, PRWvE16]. full-text
[PYWH15]. function [ACD11a, Laf07, San14]. functional [Egg13a, ZWM17].
frequency [WG12]. functions [San13b, dSSOH07, dIP11].
fundamentals [CG16]. funded [MBD17]. funding
[AS17, KKK17, LW09, VS13, Wal17b, Wu15, YVW+13, vdBHS17b]. Funnel
[ADG15, ADG16]. Further [AK15, BM11a, FGMM12, GBMA12, Mut16].
future [YW17]. Fuzzy [CLHHVH11].

G [KE17, YAY+17]. G.-l [KE17, YAY+17]. gap [Hag15, JS14]. Garfield
[Sma17]. Gatekeepers [BD07b]. Gazing [SGKM16]. gems [CXR07].
Gender [ADM13b, BMD07, FJW+15, Kos15, MJB11, ACD15, AF17b,
BMD08a, GÁCC17, RA15]. Genealogical [RFMC17]. General
[Egg07a, R215, Sar08, SGDSP10]. generalised [GS10]. generalizations
[vEW09]. Generalized [WFC14, BMD08a, Egg11, Gag09, GM12, LBB17].
Generalizing [Ng17, vEW08]. generally [KP13]. Generating
[PTA07, LR12, SGDSP10]. Generation [JLYM16, BM15, Kos10a].
generations [HRC11a]. generative [Pen15]. Geographic [LW10].
Geometric [TF15a, PS13, TS16, The16f, XOL16]. geotemporal [WH17].
giant [Sma09]. giants [ADX+17]. GIS [TWH08]. glass [BH16b]. Global
[TWH08, YXX+17, CT16, HHAL17, HRL12, LR12, LHTW15, SL12,
[ED15]. good [VCG14]. Google
[BMS+09, CXMR07, HMB17, MMOMHLC17, MBH16, MT10, OA13].
government [DFFBR16, LL15, Még14]. government-restructuring
[DFFBR16]. GP [KPB09]. GP-adaptive [KPB09]. grade
[KE17, YAY+16, YAY+17]. Graduates [FJW+15]. grained [HHAL17].
gram [Khr09]. Grand [LW17]. grant [BMD07, BMD08b, MB11, vdB15].
grants [vdB15]. Graph [QCVqMA10, XOL16, ZY16]. Graph-based
graphs [Egg10b, Jar07b, ZY16], greater [CPM+07], group [LW08, Moe10a], groups [FM11b, PSZZ12, RGRE15, RGRE16]. Growth [Per10a, RS10a, WG10b, LHTW15, LW10, San11a, San11b, San15, SLB13, VTPF15, VL16, WLH11]. guarantor [SJGBMA17].

Habibzadeh [WvE08], handbooks [MSL+14], happens [But17]. Harmonic [Hag13], Hawkes [JWL17], health [FJW+15], heartbeat [LSZY14], help [DT13], Herrero [AHRCV17]. Heterogeneity [HLR17], heterogeneous [JLYM16], Hidden [RS16, Sir12], hierarchy [Hag13, Hag14b], High [AORC11a, AORC12a, AORC11b, AORC12b, GÁCC17], High-impact [AORC11b, AORC12b, GÁCC17], higher [ACD12a, LSB13, SLL+12, VL16, Wal14]. higher-impact [Wal14], highest [DT13], highly [ACD14, AD15c, BL12, MMOMHLC17, Ron12, Ron13, Sch13c, SZ10, TF15a, WYX+12], highly-cited [AD15c, MMOMHLC17], highly-cited-publications [Sch13c], hiring [ZY17], Hirsch [Bur07a, Bur07b, CAHVH10, Egg13b, FM10b, GS10, Kon14, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, Mir13, Que09, Que11, Rou07, Sch10c, SMP12, Sch13d, Sch15, SG07, Víi16, Vin13b], Hirsch-index [Egg13b, Vin13b], Hirsch-type [GS10, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, SG07, Víi16], HistCite [BM12, Gar09], histories [CF16], history [Gar09], HIV [RYY10], hooked [The16d, The16a, The16b], hot [BW11], HTTP [KK13], human [RS16], humanities [TSM09, VW16, VE14], hurt [Ley13a], Hybrid [LB16, PRCRQ+09, ZSH+16], hypothesis [MJB11].

I3 [Ley12, Ry12b], idea [Kos11], ideal [Bor10, BM11a], idealist [Sma17], Identification [MMZ16, BDdMAM16, Jar07b, MN15], identifiers [GMFGVZ16], identify [MMOMHLC17], Identifying [AAH11, CHHL11, Per10c, STP17, Tol13a, YZ15, Hic17], IDR [WRB+11], IEEE [FM14], IFC [Ano07d, Ano08d], II [BD07a, BD09, KdBOK15b], illuminating [CHHL11], imaginarium [Sch16], imbalance [AF17b], iMetrics [LBMM14], Impact [BGGB13, BM11b, DGDG13, Egg14, Fin13, KTR10, Rou14a, dIP11, AJ13, ACD11a, ACD13a, AD15d, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, AHRCV17, BP11, BW13, Bor13b, BLW13, Bor14a, BLW14, Bor14c, BM15, BH16a, BH16c, BW17, BL17, Brz14, Bur13b, BvR11, CAHVH10, Cam15, CCL16, CM14, CG10, CJW14, CA11, CH15, CPM+07, DN17, DT13, DGDGSPSV14, DVG16, Egg09, Egg13a, EI10, FT15a, FT15b, FC10, Gag11, Gag13, GTD16, GB11, GÁCC17, GYZ17, HY08, HB16, HHC14, JWL17, KRM13, KFM+15, LBB17, Ley12, LdDdMAM08, LHC14, MAS14, MKCM07, Moe10a, Moe10b, MD12, NFH13, Ort14, PYWH15, PHANPP13, Pet17, PS13, RB17, RWL12, RXL15, Rou16, RCW15, San13a, SPT12, SW14, SD11, SB11, SSAG11, SLW15, TF15a, TS16, Tsa14], impact [UK16, VG10b, Vin12, Wal14, Wal17a, WvE08, WvE09, WvE13, WvEvLv13,
WvE15, Wal16b, WWW10, Woe08b, ZZ12, Zit10. **Implications** [Sku09, DLGC13, Van12a]. **importance** [ADR13, Sch13a]. **important** [ACD12b, ES15]. **importing** [BO12]. **improve** [BLW14, Sch14b]. **improvements** [BL12]. **Improving** [SRP15, BNbH17, PMAT13]. **InCites** [BL13]. **Including** [BK14, BLW13]. **incursion** [TMK16]. **increase** [Vin13b]. **Increasing** [HYC15, Vin13b]. **increment** [Egg13b]. **Independent** [FH13, AD16b, AD16c, GG09, GGSG10, GTD16, Kos09, Wal16c, Wu13, Zit16].

**Index** [ACHVH09, CH14, FH13, NMNJM13, AK15, AOdFC12, And17, BBMP12, BBL15, BD07a, BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, BADFT11, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMIT13, CB07, Don17, Egg08a, Egg13b, Egg14, FGMM12, FGMM13, GM12, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kak16, KP13, Kon14, Kos09, Kos10b, Kos12b, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12, LY14, Mal16, MR13, MRBI17, Mir13, MT10, NT12, Ng17, NO10, Ono16, PSZZ12, Per17b, PS13, Pra13a, Pra13c, Que09, Que11, RFMC17, Rou07, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, RY12a, Ron14a, Sch08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch10c, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13e, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Van08, Vin13b, Vin14, Woe08a, WHL11, Wu13, ZY13, YR08, ZY13, BMS+09, Bor14b, CAHVH10, EBG11, SK14, TSRSRG+13, WHW+14]. **indexes** [SZ10]. **indicate** [Che17]. **indications** [BMD08a]. **Indicator** [LO11, ACD12a, AD15a, ACD12a, AZS+14, ASG12, APF09, BL13, CB07, DLM+17, E110, FT15b, FM11b, Gau17, Glä10, GTD16, HS16, HRC12, LW09, Még14, Or15, PRCRVQ+09, RC12a, RC12a, RCW15, RC16, SMP12, SW12, Sir12, The16c, TF17, VCG14, Vu16, WvEl13, WvEl15, WvEl16, WvEl16, WvEl16, Zit16]. **indices** [BI10, BM14, Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, Egg11, Gag09, GPN13, HRC11b, KS16, Kos13b, SG07, Woe08b, Woe14, vE08W, vE09W].

**Individual** [ACD13b, ADR13, BPU+14, DFCGB15, FM11a, Mar16, PRCRVQ+09, San11a, San13b, San13a, San14, TW14a, TF15a]. **industrial** [Han07]. **industry** [FZW15, Még14]. **inequality** [Hag15, ZY17]. **infection** [RYY10]. **infer** [Nan16]. **inference** [BBMP12, Sch16, Wal16a, Wal16d]. **inflated** [The16b]. **inflationary** [Hag14a]. **Influence** **Industrial** [Or14, Egg08b, Fra10b, HR16, LLH12, Rou07, TF15b, Wal14]. **influences** [LHC13, SYP+16]. **influential** [HR16, LWWL14]. **Information** **Index** [AYL14, GAB11, Sma17, BB11, BI10, BO12, BL12, CGM15, Egg07a, HMB17, LP09, LSW+10, LZR15, MMY17, MRR13, OOB10, PS13, PB16, WBL12, YMDS12, YW15, YHWW12, ZS08, ZY17]. **Informetr** [BCGM17a]. **informetric** [AF15, FGMM13, LA15, YDWC08]. **Informetrics** [BI08, BCGM17b, Spal0, BD16, Bur08, EP07, Egg10b, LW10, AORC12a, AORC12b, Egg12b, FM17b, KE17, RGRE16, Ron13, YAY+17, Egg07b, LBMM14]. **infrastructure** [BFS11]. **initials** [Mil13]. **initials-based** [Mil13].
innovation [CG10, Don17, GG09, GGSG10, HCC12, HHC14, KHC11a, MCKM08, SL12].
innovator [Sma17]. input [LR10, SYP+16]. input-output [SYP+16].
Insights [WW15, LL15, OLRF11].
institution [ACD12d, YG14]. institutional [YG14]. Institutional
[OA13, BW13, Bor13b, RY10]. Institutions [BDMAL12, ADG15, AD15c, AYL14, BSDMAM14, BSDMAM16, CJSF+15, Per10b, SLL+12, VG10b, VL16].
integrated [Ley12, KTR10]. integrating [GWMP16].
intellectual [RRKH17, SCBB11, YHWW16]. Intelligence [SD11]. intensities [GW17].
intensity [ACD12a]. interaction [BK08, JSSK14]. Interactive [LR12].
interdependence [WH15]. interdisciplinarity [LR11, SROdFC13].
interdisciplinary
[CAL15, EI10, Gol14, LHC14, McC10, S10, WRB+11, ZL11].
interesting [BDMA11]. interests [AF17a, RGRE15, RGRE16].
interface [MCKM08, ZY16]. Interfield [Yur16]. interlinking [LBSA13].
International [BMS+09, BD09, BD10a, IW08, ADS11, CZG16, DTG12, Kos10b, MEG+16, MAS14, WWW10, WHW+14].
internationalization [VE14]. Internet [TMK16]. interplay [CZG16]. Interpolated
[RXL15]. Interrelations [SYP+16]. intervals [TF17].
Introducing [MMY17, TMLB16, YHWW16]. introduction [BH16a]. intuitive [MRBI17].
inventor [BK08]. inventor-author [BK08]. inventors [WG10a].
investigate [vZ13]. Investigating [CZG16, SVtdFC11, Wu13].
investigation [ADS11, ADS17, BD10a, BP11, CG11, Eom08, RLY12].
ISI [ZLJ+10]. ISSI [RW10]. issue [RLG14]. issues [C1a16, WB16a, WB16b].
Italian
[BCGM17a, BCGM17b, FM17b, ADS11, AD17b, FC11, FM17a, Mar15, Mar16].
Italy [ADM13a, AD15b, AD15d]. item [La07]. items [BK14]. iudex
[Kos12c].
LidMAM08, Moe10b, MT10, OG13, PSI+17, PMAT13, RS10a, San11b, San13a, SG07, SROdFC13, SLB13, SPZ+11, The16c, Tsa14, Van08, Vin14, Wal14, Wall17a, WWW10, WHL17, YYW14, ZG12. \textbf{judgements [BM15].}

\textbf{judgment [HHAA16]. judgments [LSW+10]. junior [BW17, Pet17]. just [The16e].}


model [AOdFC12, BHCH17, Bur07a, FGMM13, JSSK14, JS14, KdBOK15a, LWWL14, MJB11, OOB10, SG12, VCG14, XOL16, YZ15, YR08].
model-based [JS14, YZ15]. modeled [NF12].
Modelling [SPT12, VGRB16, WLG09, BMD08a, BMD08b, Brz14, CTGM15, LYYY09, YKKS16].
Modification [SPT12, VGRB16, WLG09, BMD08a, BMD08b, Brz14, CTGM15, LYYY09, YKKS16].
Modesty [Kos12b]. Modesty-index [Kos12b].
modification [Sch10a]. modified [Sch10a].
modify [Sch10b]. Modifying [LF12].
MONSTROUS [Kos12b].
modification [Sch08]. modifications [WvElv13].
modify [Sch10b]. Modifying [LF12].
Modifying [LF12].
modification [Sch08]. modifications [WvElv13].
modify [Sch10b]. Modifying [LF12].
Modifying [LF12].
modification [Sch08]. modifications [WvElv13].
modify [Sch10b]. Modifying [LF12].
Modifying [LF12].


R&D [LL15]. Radicchi [Sir12]. random [Hür15]. Rank [Vin14, BLM13, BLW13, BSdMAM14, DFCGB15, LF12, MKCM07, PS13, Sch14a, Sch14c, Vin13a, GNBVQ+14]. rank-citation [FS13]. rank-order [MKCM07]. ranked [Tsa14]. Ranking [AD15c, ASG12, BM16, KHC11b, LSW+10, MT10, SW12, Van08, BC16, DVG16, GP12, KPB09, LW17, MAS14, NCJ15, SKLR16, Ser10, SD11, SB13,
VMWM17, Van11, Van12a, Van12b, XMM14, ZY17, FHH17, PRRC15.

Ranks [BI10, BdMAL12, ACD12e, ACD12d, AD15a, ADG16, BM10, BM11b, BM14, But11, FSZB15, LHC13, Pa15, RXL15, SW14, Tsa14].


reader [BH16c, HB16]. reader- [BH16c]. readers [FT15b]. readership [KSJL15].


Recommendation [AF17a]. recommending [YG14]. reconsidered [BW14]. records [Ron12, Ron13, VZAMMFAB15].

Recovery [KK13]. recruitment [ADR16]. reduction [HCC12]. referees [RBV07]. reference [BM13a, BL14, Kos12a, KSJL15, LR10, TMLB16, CH15, NF08].

Referenced [LBMM14]. references [BH16a, Cam15, DLGC13, LAL09, SWHC15, TMLB16]. refinement [Rou14b].

Reflections [RY12a]. reflects [BM15].

refinement [AD17b, BCGM17a]. regions [BW11, BL12]. Regression [TW14b, AAH11, AF15, BD16, BsdMAM16, CRS14, Per17a, The16d, YKKS16].

regular [ZG12]. Regularity [FM11a, HW14]. rejected [BMS+09, BLV10].

Rejoinder [AD16c, LQLJ15, FM17b]. related [RY12a, TMK16, Wal14, ZTG11]. relatedness [SRP15, VY10]. relation [AL08, BSK10, Bur13b, CB07, Egg13a, HHAA16, Rou08, RY12b].

relational [Mal10, RST0b, YDWC08]. relations [LW09, LBZ16, YDCL13, dNL15].

Relationship [AZS+14, Ort15, AD15d, BAGADF15, FMM14, RP08].

Relationships [VY13, BNbH17, CCH12, Még14, RFMC17, SVTdFC11, SLNC13]. relative [CA11, RRKH17, SYP+16, Vin12]. relevance [GAB11].


remark [Gag09]. remarks [BCGM17b, FM17a, FM17b]. Reny [Ng17].


Reports [Cam14]. represent [Wal17a]. representation [PS13, VE14]. representative [NZZ+16, ZLR16]. represented [QCVQdMA10]. reproduce [AODFC12].

Research [AJ13, DN17, GÁCC17, LYYY09, MS09, NPS13, RC16, Van11, Van14, AS17, AHL12, ACD11b, ACD12a, ACD12c, ACD12d, ADM13b, ADR13, ACD13b, ACD13a, AD14, AD15a, ADG15, AD15c, ADG15, ADG16, ADS17, AD17b, ALW11, AZS+14, ASG12, AYL14, BGCL07, BCGM17a, BDR14, BAGADF15, BMD10, BLV10, Bor10, BM12, Bor14a, Bor14b, BsdMAM14, BH16b, BPU+14, CM14, CG11, CRS15, CZG16, CLHHVH11, Coc08, CjF+15, CT16, Dan16, DT13, FT15a, FT15b, FC11, FM11a, FM11b, FM17a, FM17b, FHH09, FHH17, FH13, GAB11, HHAL17, HJ15, HCC12, IST10, JSSK14, Jar07a, JHK+16,
LIdMAM08, NO07, PRRC17, WW16, CH14, FH13]. science-based [SWHC15]. science-technology [BK08]. science/computer [LK17].

Sciences [VE14, ADR13, Fra10a, FJW +15, SW14, TSM09, VW16].

Scientific [BKK09, Din11b, FMM14, Gag13, Fra10a +15, SW14, TSM09, VW16].

Scientific [BKK09, Din11b, FMM14, Gag13, HR16, Mar15, Mar16, WH15, ACHVH09, AF17b, BLV10, BSdMAM14, BH15, Bvr11, CMN08, CCL16, CTGM15, CXMR07, CCH +09, CsiFCA17, DLM +17, DFCGB15, ES15, Fin14, FM10b, FM11b, FM14, FJW +15, GFGBMA10, GBMA12, GWMP16, GW17, HMBI17, HDY12, HDT +13, HCL13, HCC12, KFM +15, KK12, Kos11, Kos12a, LH12, LRWY13, LAL09, MEG +16, Moe10b, OA13, OG13, Per10a, Per10b, PRCRVQ +09, PSI +17, QCVQdMA10, RC12a, RWB17, RCC14, SKLR16, SJGBMA17, San11b, San13a, San14, Sch13a, SYP +16, SR0dFC13, SAB +16, So107, SG12, SDL16, Tan13, TWH08, VG10a, WRB +11, Wal12, WWW10, WG10a, WWML14, Woe08b, Wu15, XMM14, YDCL13, YZ15, dlP11].

Scientist [AD15c, BBMP12, FM10a, WXP +12, WPZ +13]. scientists [ADM13a, AD15b, ACD15, ADS16, BAGADF15, Dan16, DFCGB15, FM11a, LYZ +17, Mar17, SW13, SGKM16, Van12a, WX +12]. scientograms [QCVQdMA10]. scientometric [GPNA13, Mag13]. scientometricians [Vin12]. Scientometrics [Gar09, VS13, Bor14b, FH09, GL11, Glä10, Ley13a, WvEVW16, LBMM14].

SCImago [BdMAL12, GNBVQ +14]. Scopus [MCD16, BMS +09, BLWSE11, ED15, FMM16a, FM16b, GMFGVZ16, Ley13b, LQLJ14, LIdMAM08, MBIH16, VZAMMFAB15, WW16]. score [BH16a, BH16c, Lun07, RY12b]. scores [AD16a, BM15, Egg10a, Glä07, TF15b, Vîi17, Wal14].


Semantic [SHD15, LW11, PL13, TD10]. semi [BH +07]. semi-automatic [BH +07].

seminar [RW10].


sequences [RXL15, WLH11, YR08]. series [HRC11b, LR08, RH13, Vâs09]. Service [vdB12, OA13]. Services [GWMP16]. sessions [OA10]. set [Kos12a, RY12b].

Sets [CLHHVH11, BL14, LRWY13]. setting [Egg10b]. shape


top [DGDGSPSV14, JLYM16, JS14, LDS+12, SAB+16, YKKS16].
topical [AYL14, Din11a]. Topics [YDMS12, KBCR10, LYZ+17, LZR15, MN15, Yan14].
Total [LLH12, MSPD16, YR08].
top-cited [CAL15, CH14].
top-rated [ED15].
top-scientist [BBMP12].
top-tier [SCMG16].
topic [JHK+16].
trend [HCC12].
trends [JSSK14, JHK+16, KYC12, LJMI13, VZMFAB16].
topology [AOdFC12].
topological [Din11a, BKK09].
topology [AOdFC12].
topology [AOdFC12].
tracer [LYZ+17].
trace [LYZ+17].
trajectories [WW15].
transitions [BKK09].
transmission [Meg14].

unitedness [Sma17]. Uncited [LZR15, LRWY13, The16b].
uncitedness [Bur13b, Egg13a]. Unconnected [TMK16].
under-cited [HR16].
understanding [CTGM15, LHC14, CMN08, KD15, WRB+11, vEW09].
under-mentioned [HLR17]. Uneven [MSPD16]. unified [WvEN10].
university-industry [FZDW15]. unknown [SHD15]. Unpacking [Wal14].
unproductive [ACD13a]. Unravelling [DFGB15].
unweighted [CJF+15].
upper [Hir15]. URL [KK13]. usability [MN15]. usage [HS11, HKA+09, YDS+15].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
uses [DFGB15, HKA+09, BM13b, BLM13, BL14, BH15, KRM14, MMOMHLC17, Pet17, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a]. used [BW17]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a].
BD07a, BMS+09, BW11, BP11, BW13, BL13, Bor14c, BM16, BK08, CHHL11, DVG16, FHH17, GWMP16, JSSK14, Khr09, KJS16, KHC11a, KHC13, LBSA13, MT10, NLC17, NPS13, OOB10, RCW15, Sch13b, SW12, STP17, Van08, WZ14, ZYCK12, ZY16, vZ13, BSdMAM14.


Yadollahie [WvE08]. Yang [KE17]. Year [CH15, Cam15, DGDG13, Hic17, Kos15, TMLB16]. yearly [LY14]. Years
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